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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [KLl], Kazhdan and Lusztig introduced certain polynomials P,,y’s 
indexed by elements x and y of an arbitrary Coxeter group ( W, S). These 
are related to a number of problems in Lie theory, e.g., multiplicities in 
Jordan-Holder series of Verma modules, singularities in Schubert varieties 
in G/B, where G is a semisimple algebraic group, primitive ideal spectrum 
of the enveloping algebra of a complex semisimple Lie algebra, etc. (cf. 
[B, Sp] for a detailed exposition). Since then, a number of important 
results have been proved regarding these polynomials and their connec- 
tions with other areas of Lie theory. 
One of the important results in this context is the interpretation of the 
coefficients of Px,Y’s as the dimensions of intersection cohomology modules 
corresponding to Schubert varieties in G/B. This has been done by 
Kazhdan and Lusztig ([KL2]) in the case of finite and afline Weyl groups 
and by Haddad [H] and Lusztig [L] (independently) in the case of 
general crystallographic Coxeter groups (i.e., those which correspond to 
Kac-Moody groups.) 
The case of G/P, where P is a “standard” parabolic subgroup, has not 
been considered, however. One of the reasons for this may lie in the fact 
that one has a “nice” Iibration G/B + G/P in the case where G is a semi- 
simple or affine Kac-Moody group and so one does not have to consider 
the case of GJP separately; the polynomials P,,, for canonically chosen x, 
y’s give the dimensions of intersection cohomology modules. However, the 
situation is quite different when one considers an arbitrary Kac-Moody 
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group. If the subgroup of W corresponding to P is infinite (which is cer- 
tainly possible), there is no canonical way of choosing x, y’s as above (i.e., 
those such that P,,, gives the required dimensions). In fact, there may not 
exist such x, y’s! 
One is thus led to consider an independent (and uniform) theory for the 
situation of G/P; one which does not consider the fibration G/B-+ G/P 
even when it is “nice.” More generally, we want to develop a theory of 
polynomials for the parabolic setup for any Coxeter group ( W, S) and the 
subgroup W, generated by any subset JZ S. This is the starting point of 
our investigation. It turns out that one does get a set (PI,} of polynomials 
in Z[q] which is indexed by a pair r, (r of elements in W-‘, the set of 
minimal coset representatives of W/W,. These polynomials give the dimen- 
sions of the intersection cohomology modules of Schubert varieties in G/P 
(see Theorem 4.1) for any P. They are related to P.,y’s when the subgroup 
corresponding to P is finite (see Propositions 3.4 and 3.5). Incidentally, 
Proposition 3.5 provides a method for computing P,,,‘s which is very 
efficient since the number of intermediate steps is considerably smaller than 
that in the original setup (for any Coxeter group ( W, S)). 
Needless to say, the development of P&‘s runs parallel to that of P,,y’s 
(which incidentally correspond to the case J= 0). Our exposition (see 
Sections 2 and 3 below) is aimed at giving a brief though self-contained 
account of it. At the end, we vary J as well and get a “resolution” of the 
Hecke algebra X of ( W, S) (see [KLl ] for some preliminary properties of 
2). 
This paper is arranged as follows: In Section 2, we construct the X- 
module M-’ and an involution on it and define polynomials R&‘s and R,,Y’~ 
(see [KLl] for the definition of R,,,, ‘s). We also give a closed formula for 
R&‘s which generalizes the formula for Rx,y’~ given in [D2]. In Section 3, 
the polynomials Pf,O ‘s are defined and their relation to P,,J.‘s ( W, finite) is 
examined. Section 4 is devoted to the computation of dimensions of inter- 
section cohomology modules for Schubert varieties in G/P, where P is any 
“standard” parabolic subgroup of a Kac-Moody group G. In Section 5, we 
construct the acyclic complex starting with 2 as mentioned earlier, It 
seems that this complex will be of independent interest. 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF MJ AND POLYNOMIALS Ri, 
We first recall some properties of the set WJ of minimal coset represen- 
tatives in WI W, (J a subset of S). We have 
LEMMA 2.1 (see [Dl, Sect. 31). (i) WJ = {o E Wll(m) 2 Z(a)tls~J} 
(I is the length function in ( W, S)). 
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(ii) Given x E W, there exist unique elements oE WJ and wJ E W, such 
that x = a. wJ. Further, Z(x) = Z(a) + Z(w,). 
(iii) Givern s E S and o E W”, exactly one of the following three 
possibilities occurs: 
(a) Z(N) d f(o). In this case sa E WJ as well. 
(b) Z(so) 2 Z(o) and so E WJ. 
(c) Z(so) 2 Z(a) but so 4 WJ. In this case, sa = os’ for a unique s’ E J. 
Let M-’ be a free Z[q1’2, qp112 ]-module with { rni 1 B E W”} as a basis. 
Let u be a solution of the equation u2 = q + (q - 1) U, i.e., u = - 1 or 
u = q. For SE S, let L(s) E HomzCy1,2,y-l,~,(MJ) bedefined by 
1 
4mL+(9-l)mi if /(SC) d Z(a) 
Us)(mi) = 4 . mi if I(sa) 2 Z(g) and SC E WJ 
u-m: if l(sa) > Z(a) but S(T 4 WJ. 
Extend L(s) to the whole of MJ by linearity. Also define cpJ: Y? + MJ by 
cp J( TX) = ZPJ) . rni if x = (T. wJ with a E WJ, WOE W,. Extend cpJ to the 
whole of 2 by linearity. 
We then have: 
LEMMA 2.2. (i) ‘pJ is onto. 
(ii) Fot s E S, the following diagram is commutative: 
A? ,‘MJ 
T$ 1 1 
L(s) ( T,o = left-multiplication in 2 by T,). 
A? -zMJ 
Proof Part (i) is clear from the definition of ‘pJ. To prove (ii), one has 
to show: cp J( T, . TX) = L(s)(rp,( TX)) f or all XE W. This is done by “case by 
case” considerations. 
The most interesting case occurs when x = aw,(a E W”, wJ E W,), where 
sa = as’ with s’ E J and Z(s’w,) < 1( wJ). In this case, 
L(s)(cp,(T,)) = L(s)[u’(‘“J)mi] = u’cwJ). u .rn: = u’(‘+‘l)+ 1 .rni. 
On the other hand, Z(sx) = Z(saw,) = Qas’w,) < I(aw,) = l(x) and so 
vAT~.T~)=cPA~T~~+ (q-l)T,) 
= q . uwwJ) . rni + (q - 1) SWJ) . rni 
= q . u’(w) - 1 ~m~+(q-l)u”“J’.m~ 
=u’(~‘)-‘(q+(q- 1)u)mi. 
481/111/2-13 
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Thus, L(s)(cp,( Z,)) = cp,( 7’Y TX) if and only if u2 = u(q - 1) + q. By choice of 
U, this is exactly the case. 
Other cases are simpler than this and we omit the details. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
COROLLARY 2.3. (i) L(.s)2 = q . Id + (q - 1) L(s) for all s E S. 
(ii) Zf s, s’E S such that (ss’)“= e (in W) then L(s)0 L(s’) 0 . . . = 
L(s’) 0 L(s) 0 . . . (n terms each). 
(iii) MJ admits an X-module structure under the scalar multiplication 
defined by T;mi= (L(s,)o ... oL(s,))(mi) if w=s, ..‘sk is a reduced 
expression. 
Proof: It is known (e.g., [KLl]) that Y? is generated as a 
Z[q”*, q ~ 1/2]-algebra by the set { T, 1 s E S> subject to relations 
Ts=qTe+(q-1) Ts (SE8 
and 
T, . T,, . . . = T,, . T, . . . (n terms each) 
ifs, s’ E S with order (ss’) = n. 
The corollary is now an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.2. 
Remark 2.4. We note that cp J( T,) = TX . rn: for all x E W. 
Next, we define an involution - on MJ by making use of the involution 
on X (as defined in [KLl, Sect. 11). 
Let pLq-1/2 - as usual and define rni by 
-- 
(2.5) mi= T,.m” P (CTE WJ). 
- 
Note that mi = z. rni = cp ,(x) and that rni = rni, -- 
It is easy to check that T, . rn< = T,Y. rni for all ~7 E WJ, s E S and so one 
has 
Thus ~ is indeed an involution. We also note that ‘pJ commutes with this 
involution. We next define elements R:., E iZ[q”*, q- ‘I*] by 
- 
(2.7) m;= 1 (-l)~(~)+~(~).q~~(~).R~6.m~. 
rE WJ 
We then have the following: 
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LEMMA 2.8. (i) R&‘s satisfy the following recurrence relations: For 
s E s, 
Kw ifl(sa) < l(a) andI <l(z) 
(4 - 1) RI,, + q . R&s, ifI(sa)<I(a),l(sr)>I(r)andsrE WJ 
(4 - 1 - u) R$, if /(so) < I(a), I(sr) 3 Z(t) but sz 4 WJ. 
(ii) R& #O only if z < o (< is the Bruhat order on WJ induced 
from W). 
(iii) R& E Z[q] and deg,R,, J < I(a) - I(T). Further, equality holds in 
the case u= -1. (deg, is the degree in Z[q].) 
(iv) ILGed -I(‘) . RfO . Ri ~ = a,, ’ q -I(U) (Kronecker delta). , , 
ProoJ: (i) Let 0 E WJ and SE S such that Z(so) < Z(a). Now 
T, . rn& = rni by definition. By taking involutions on both sides, we get -- 
E.m&=rni. 
-- 
1.h.s. = T, .rn& 
=(q-‘T,+(q-‘-1) T,).Tg 
=(q-‘Ts+(qp’-l) T,). 1 
[ 
(-l)‘(Sb)+‘(B).q~‘(Su)R~,g~.m~ 
0s WJ 1 
(from (2.7)) 
r.h.s. = c (-l)‘(o)+‘(r) .q-‘(4) .Ri,, . mi (from (2.7)). 
TIE WJ 
Comparing the coefficient of rnf (r E WJ) in these expressions, we get the 
recurrence relations in (i). 
Part (ii) is immediate from (i) and standard properties of the Bruhat 
ordering (cf. [Dl, Sect. 11). 
Part (iii) also follows at once from (i): We simply note that in the case 
u = -1, deg,R& = deg,R& + 1 if I(E) 2 l(r). 
Part (iv) follows from (2.6) and (2.7). 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Remarks 2.9. (i) For the case u = q, there may exist pairs r z$ 0 such 
that deg,R:,, $ ,(a) - l(r). 
(ii) In general, R:, may not be expressed in terms of R&. Of course, 
in the case of J= a, R&, = R,, and then one knows [KLl, Lemma 2.11 
that R,, = q -‘(a) . q’(‘) . R,, . 
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We next give a closed formula for R& which is based on the recurrence 
relations in Lemma 2.8. This formula is given in terms of subexpressions of 
a fixed reduced expression for (r. The case J= 0 is considered in [D2, 
Theorem 1.31. We generalize that method to get the required closed for- 
mula for R$,,. 
Unfortunately, the notation used here is different from that used in 
[D2]; this change is forced onto us since we are considering left-cosets of 
W,, which in turn is forced by the compatibility with G/P. It seems to us 
that a self-contained though brief account is called for. (Referring merely to 
[D2] may cause some confusion because of the change of notation.) 
Fix a reduced expression c = si . . . . . Sk (a E W”). A J-subexpression is a 
sequence 8 = { 8, ) . . . . ok+ 1 } of elements of WJ such that (i) 19~ + i = e and 
(ii)8,~{~P+,,~p~p+,) for all ldpdk. 
(2.10) A J-subexpression 8 is said to be J-distinguished if it satisfies a 
further condition: 
(iii) z(s,e,+,)~1(e,+,)ife,=e,+,. 
Let $9’ denote the set of all J-distinguished subexpressions. 
One has a natural projection rr: gJ -+ WJ given by rc((e,, . . . . ok+ ,)) = 8,. 
One also has maps n , , n,, m:CSJ-+Z defined by: For 0=(0 ,,..., ek+,)~gJ, 
With these definitions, we have: 
THEOREM 2.11. For z, fl E WJ, 
R& = c (4 - l)‘de) . (4 - 1 - u)“‘(‘) . f@). 
BEa’ 
n(B) = 7 
Proof: As in the proof of [DZ, Theorem 1.31, one compares the set gJ 
with an analogously defined set aJ corresponding to the element si cr E WJ 
and the reduced expression s2 . . . Sk for it. This comparison along with the 
recurrence relations in Lemma 2.8 gives the closed formula. (We omit the 
actual details.) 
We next give an expression for R& in terms of polynomials R,,,‘s (note: 
R,,, = Rz,,). One has: 
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PROPOSITION 2.12. For T, (r E WJ, 
Remark 2.13. The sum on the r.h.s. is a finite sum since R,, = 0 if 
x 4 y and there are only finitely many WOE W, such that rwJ < 0. In fact, 
it can be proved [D3] that there exists a unique GJ E W, such that rwJ < CT 
if and only if wJ < fiJ. Thus, the sum on the r.h.s. is over all w;s such that 
WJ< ti,. 
Proof of Proposition 2.12. By (2.7), 
;;= 1 (-l)‘(~)+‘(~).q-‘(~).R:6.m~. 
TE w’ 
Also, by (2.5) 
Now from [KLl, (2.0.a)] and Lemma 2.1 above, 
Hence 
m;: = 1 (_ l)‘(o)+‘(x) . q-‘(‘=)R,,, TX. m; 
= ;Fw, (-~)‘(“)+‘(r)+‘(w~).q-‘~u~.R,,,,,T,.T,,.m~ (x = TWJ) 
WJE WJ 





1 (-l)‘(w,).a’(wJ).R,,,,, mf. 
WJE w, 1 
Comparing with (2.7), we get 
R;,, = c (- I)‘(“‘,). u’(“‘J). R,,,,,. 
WIE WJ 
This proves the proposition. 
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We remark that the above proposition provides a crucial step in the 
proof of Theorem 4.1 given below. 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF POLYNOMIALS PI0 
The polynomials R:,O defined in Section 2 lead to the construction of 
another set Pf, of polynomials. The case J= @ is exactly the one con- 
sidered by Kazhdan and Lusztig. Thus Pf’ = P,,, the usual Kazhdan- 
Lusztig polynomials. Moreover, as we will see later on, given any x Q y in 
W, there exists J# @ and r, cr E WJ such that P,, = P&. Thus the 
polynomials P& are generalizations of PX,L.‘s in two different ways. 
We begin with: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. There exists a unique set {P& 1 z d CT} of polynomials 
in Z[q] such that 
(i) Pi,, = 1 and deg, P& < (I(o) - Z(r) - 1)/2 if 5 Z$ o, and 
- 
(ii) z7SOGo R:e.P~,=q’(“)-‘(‘).P~,-P~,Vz I$ a. 
The proof of this proposition is very similar to that of [KLl, 
Theorem 1.11. It uses induction on 1(0)--Z(r), the identity in 
Lemma 2.8(iv), and the following fact: 
then f= -q-‘(a)+r(r) .f: It 
If f = 1, 5 oso R$ . P& 
is then clear that there exists a unique 
polynomial P:,, E Z[q] such that deg,P& < (f(a) - l(r) - 1)/Z and 2 
f=s I(o)-&r) .pJ -pJ . 
We omit furTier de&ls of the proof. 
The polynomials P&E Z[q] can be characterized in terms of invariant 
elements in A&’ (under the involution - ). We have: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. (i) For o E W”, the element Ci = xZ, wJ (- l)‘@)+‘(‘) .
4 I(o)/2 .4 -/CT). pJ ~ ~ . rn: is invariant under the involution. 
(ii) The polynomials P:, E Z[q] are characterized by the property in 
(i) and the condition: Pi, = 1 ‘and deg,P:,, < (I(g) - Z(z) - I)/2 if r $ (T. 
(iii) { Ci 1 o E W”} is a “basis” for the invariants in MJ, i.e.: For any 
CeMJ such that C=C, there exist unique {fa}aEW,EZ[q1’2,q~1’2] such 
thatf,=f, and C=C,,,J f,.C;l. 
This proposition follows immediately from Proposition 3.1 and the 
following fact: Ci = q-‘(0)/2 emi + terms involving mf’s with I(z) $ I(a). 
Remark 3.3. For the case u = -1, the constant term in P& is 1 (see 
Corollary 3.11). However, for the case u = q, P& may very well be zero for 
some r d 0. 
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We next investigate the relationship between Pf,,‘s and the 
Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials P,,y)s. We have the following: 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Zf u = - 1 and W, is finite then 
e.0 = pw”,, envy for all z 6 0 in WJ, 
where w: is the element of maximal length in W,. 
ProoJ We make use of the invariants C,(~E W) in SF. In particular, 
consider y = aw’$ 
By [KLl, Theorem 1.11, 
Apply cpJ to both the sides to get 
cpJ(c,,~) = c 
x<owy 
(- f)r(x)+‘(ow?). q’(w?)/2. q-‘cx) .GJ TX. m-‘. 
NOW, x < aw: if and only if x = rwJ with z E WJ, wJ E W,, and r < 0. Also, 
by CKLL 2.W1, PrwJ,owy =P,,;, .,+ Hence, 
cp J( C,,;) = 1 ( _ 1 )W + &WJ) +l(o) + &wO,) . qw/2 . p4”2 
r<o 
W/E WJ 
-Kr) .4 .4 -ewJ) .p rw,,, y . ( - 1 )IcwJ) . rn: o 
(note that u= -1) 




1 ql(w%2 .q-‘(wJ) . i5-$--$. m; 
WJE WJ 1 
= (- 1)44. 
[ 
c qby)/2. q-rcw,) 
WJE WJ 1 
. 
[ 
c (- l)@)+l(r) .q’cu)12. q-“” .w, .mf . 
rso 1 
Now C,,, w, q&)/2 _ q-‘(“J) is invariant, as can be checked easily. (The map 
0 
wJ”* wJwJ is a bijection of W, which “complements” lengths, i.e., 
l((w:w,) = ltw:) - ltwJ).) 
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Since cpJ commutes with the involution, cp,(C,,,,;) is invariant as well. 
Putting these facts together, we see that 
Jg ( - 1 )‘(O) + I(T) . (p)/2 .4 -‘(El . iF--$y& . mf 
is invariant. However, 
deg, fig, .,; G 
z(ow~)-z(rw~)-l I(a)-l(r)-1 = 
2 2 
if r $ 0. 
It is now clear from Proposition 3.2(ii) that the element given above is 
nothing but Ci and that P& = P,3, OWJ. 0 This completes the proof of this 
proposition. 
We now have a proposition which identifies P,,, (x, y arbitrary in W) 
with a suitable P& for a suitable J# Qr. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let u = -1 and y #e E W arbitrary. Then there exists 
a non-empty subset JE S and o E WJ such that given x < y, P,, = Pf,O for a 
suitable T E WJ. 
We use the following lemma, which is of some interest in its own right. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let y#e in W. Let J={s~SIl(ys)<I(y)}. Then 
(i) J# 0, (ii) W, is finite, and (iii) y = aw;, where o E WJ and w(j is the 
element of maximal length in W, (which exists because of (ii)). 
Proof: Since y # e, it is clear that J# 121. Let y = (TWO with cr E WJ and 
~J~~J.Since~(ys)~~(y)Vs~J,itisclearthat~(wJ~s)~~(wJ)foralls~J. 
It is now an easy exercise using the exchange condition in W, to prove that 
Z(w,wj) = I(wJ) - I(w;) VW;E W,. This proves that J(w;) < I(w,) VW;E W,. 
Thus W, is finite (note: J is finite) and wJ= w:, the element of maximal 
length in W,. This completes the proof of this lemma. 
Proof of Proposition 3.5. Let J and 0 be as in Lemma 3.6. Given x < y, 
x=tw; with z E WJ, wJe W,, and T < a. Hence by Proposition 3.4, 
P& = P,,+,,;= P-y,,. But then Pr,,,;,v= P,,;,, by [KLl, 2.3(g)]. Thus 
P,,, = P& as required. This completes the proof of this proposition. 
Remark 3.7. We do not know of any relationship between P&‘s and 
PX,Y’s if W, is infinite. One of the simplest examples of this type has the 
Coxeter diagram 
/O s’ 
o-os2\o sq I 
with 
SI 
J= {s2, s3, s4). 
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This corresponds to the Weyl group of a hyperbolic Kac-Moody Lie 
algebra. It should be useful to investigate this case in detail. 
Remark 3.8. If u = q, then one can prove that P& = CwJG It, ( - l)‘(“‘J! 
P ~w,, b, where EJ is as in Remark 2.13. 
Using a method similar to one used in [KLl, Sect. 2.21, one can obtain 
recursive formulas for P&‘s. We just record the results. 
We use the following notation: For r $ cr E W-‘, ~(0, C) denotes the coef- 
ficient of q (1(u)-&r)P1)/2 in p<, . , (Note that ~(r, a)=0 if Z(a)+l(r)-0 
(mod 2).) 
FQOFWITION 3.9. Let u= -1. Let a E WJ and SE S be such that 
f(m) < l(a). Then for z < CJ in W”, 





pL7 + 4 ’ p:so if l(s7) d l(7) 
p = ep + 4 . PA,,, if l(sz)2l(z) and SZE WJ 
( 1 + 4) fysv if I(n)2 l(z) and sz$ WJ. 
PROPOSITION 3.10. Let u = q. Let a E WJ and s E S be such that 
I(sa) < I(a). Then for t < a in W”, 
with 
pf,o = p - C ~(0, sa) . q(‘(“)-‘(8))/2 . p:,. 
r<e.sso 
St9 s e 
if I(s7) < l(7) 
if I(sz)2I(z) and STE WJ 
if 4s~) al(r) and ~74 WJ. 
COROLLARY 3.11. For u= -1, the constant term in P<,O is 1. 
This is immediate from Proposition 3.9 and induction on I(a). 
(3.12). From this, we can compute the Mobius function on the Bruhat 
ordering on WJ. This was first proved by the author [Dl, Theorem 1.23 
using the definitions only. .Later, it was shown by A. Bjorner that this is a 
particular case of the computation of Euler-Poincare series of a suitable 
simplicial complex. 
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We deduce the value of the Mobius function as follows: Using 
Proposition 3.1 and Corollary 3.11, we get 
1 (constant erm of RI,) = - 1 if ~$0 
rseso 
(noteu= -1). Since Rf,= 1, this means: Cr<B<o (constant term of . . 
Rf,,) =0 for 7 Z$ c. In other words, this means that the Mobius function 
~‘(z, a) for t de is given by ,&(r, 0) = constant term of R& (see 
[Dl, Sect. 31 for the definition of Mobius function). 
Now by Theorem 2.11, the constant term of Rf,o is equal to 
,y& ( - 1 Fe). 
n(8) = 7 
n#) = m(B) = 0 
Since ni(t3) + n,(O) + 2m(8) = l(e) - l(z), the above reduces to 
(-1) 40) + I(r) . pEwIn( t, n,(e) = m(O) = 0} 1. Now a closer analysis 
of the set 9’ shows that this number is at most equal to 1. Moreover, it is 
zero if and only if there exists s’ E J such that zs’ < 0. Thus we recover the 
result of [Dl, Theorem 1.21, viz., 
PJ(L a)= 
0 if there exists s’ E J such that rs’ < 0 
(-l)r(rr)+r(r) otherwise. 
4. GEOMETRIC INTERPRETATION OF P& FOR CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC W 
As explained in the Introduction, this entire paper has been motivated 
by the problem of finding a method for the computation of dimensions of 
intersection cohomology modules for Schubert varieties in G/P which will 
cover all possible cases. (Here, G is a Kac-Moody group and P a 
“standard” parabolic subgroup of G.) One of the crucial steps in this 
computation is to investigate the intersection Bo . Pn B-T. P (see below 
for notation). It turns out that this is exactly given by the polynomials R:,, 
(with u = -1). Once this is noted, the rest of the procedure for com- 
putations follows a now-routine path (cf. [KL2; H, Sect. 4.21). 
We now come to actual details. It seems worthwhile to say a few words 
regarding Kac-Moody groups. Several methods are known for the con- 
struction of these groups. As explained in [T], this can be done at several 
levels and we will concentrate on the algebraic (i.e., minimal) level. As it 
turns out, this theory strongly resembles the classical theory of Chevalley 
groups (cf. [St]). Here again several mathematicians have made con- 
tributions but the author is not familiar with the exact nature and extent of 
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these. So we adhere to two references ([KP, H]) which are most suitable 
for our purpose. This, of course, does not discredit any other work in this 
direction. 
We recall the construction of the group G as given in [KP, H]. Since 
our main reference, viz., (H), is relatively recent and also in a Thesis form, 
we go into some amount of details (especially to fix notation). Let g(A) be 
the Kac-Moody Lie algebra corresponding to a symmetrizable generalized 
Cartan matrix A. Let @ be the root-system and A be the set of simple roots. 
Let W be the Weyl group and Qrea, = W. A be the set of real roots. It can 
be shown that the enveloping algebra U of g(A) has a Z-form U, (This was 
done by Tits: see CT]). For a field K, let UK= Uz @z K. Then one has the 
concept of an integrable U,-module ([KP]). Using these two ingredients, 
one defines Kac-Moody group G(K) ( = G). 
The group G has the following properties: 
(i) For a~ Qreal, there corresponds a “one-parameter” subgroup 
U, = {x,(t) 1 I E K} of G. Further, G is generated by these subgroups. 
(ii) For OIE A, there exists a homomorphism qa: S&(K) + G 
such that cp,([h f])=x,(t) and cp,([: :1)=x-,(t). Further, if 
H,=qJ{[h ,!1]lt~K-(0}) then (H,,H,)=l for cl,BcA. 
(iii) If H is the subgroup of G generated by (H, 1 c( E A} and A4 is the 
subgroup of G generated by {M, 101 E A}, where A4, is the normalizer of H, 
in Image cpcl, then M/H N W. 
(iv) Let U (respectively U-) denote the subgroup of G generated by 
( U, I a > 0} (respectively c1< 0) then H normalizes U (respectively U- ). 
(v) Let B = H. U and B- = H. U-. Then one has disjoint decom- 
positions of G as follows: 
G= u BwB (Bruhat decomposition) 
WEW 
G= u B-wB (Birkhoff decomposition) 
wcw 
and 
G = u B- wB- (“negative” Bruhat decomposition). 
wsw 
Next, we have the notion of “standard” parabolic P, corresponding to a 
subset J (of S or A as the context may be). P, is the subgroup of G 
generated by B and the subgroups {U, 1 a < 0, a E Span J}. Let W, be the 
subgroup of W generated by J and U, be the subgroup of U generated by 
{ U, I a > 0 and a E Span J}. Finally, let B, = H. U,. Similarly one has UT 
and By. 
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One then has further properties: 
(vi) P,= u Bw,B= u U,w,B= u lJ;w,B. 
W’J Ew, “J E w, WJ= WJ 
These are the analogues of Bruhat and Birkoff decompositions. 
We now consider GfP,. We delete the subscript J and simply write G/P. 
(vii) G= u Ba.P and G= u B-u.P (both disjoint). 
OE WJ oew’ 
(This can be proved from the following fact: For SE S and CE WJ, 
sB~~PEBsu~PuB~~P and sB-a,PcB-so.PuB-o.P; this is a 
“relative” version of axiom (T3) of B-N pairs and can be verified easily.) 
(viii) Consider the canonical projection 71: G/B + G/P. Then for any 
UE WJ, the restriction of rc to Bo. B is an isomorphism onto Ba . P 
(isomorphism as B-orbits): This is clear since both Bo . B and Bo . P are 
isomorphic to the afline space U, = Un aU-a-’ and these isomorphisms 
are compatible with rc. (Note that Bo . P = U,a . P and Ba . B = U,a . B.) 
We are concerned with the subset XJ~E W”) of G/P given by 
xv= UT<0 Bt . P. Using a suitable generalization of the method in 
[H, Sect. 31, we give X, the structure of a projective variety as follows: 
Choose a highest weight irreducible module L(A) (of highest weight A) of 
U, such that G/P injects into the set of all lines in L(A) (e.g., one may take 
a dominant integral weight n such that for CI E A, (/i, a) = 0 if and only if 
c( E J). It can be shown that there exists a finite dimensional subspace L’ of 
L such that X, is contained in P(L’), the set of lines in L’. It can be shown 
that X, is closed in P(L’) and hence gets the structure of a projective 
variety. (It can be shown that this structure is independent of choice of 
L(A) and L’.) 
One then considers the intersection cohomology complex IC, on X, and 
the corresponding cohomology with respect o a point r. P of X,. We then 
have: 
THEOREM 4.1. If K is an algebraically closedfield of characteristic p > 0, 
then Hyddp( IC,) = 0 and 
c dim Hf’JIC,).q’= P& (with u= -1). 
i30 
As mentioned earlier, the case P = B and G semisimple or afline is 
proved by Kazhdan and Lusztig [KL2] using a (deep) theorem of Deligne 
regarding actions of tori on the so-called pure and very pure algebraic 
varieties. Using a suitable generalization of this method, Haddad [H] 
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proved the case P = B and G any Kac-Moody group. This has also been 
proved by Lusztig [L]. 
For our theorem, we follow the method in [H]. The crucial computation 
is the following: 
PROPOSITION 4.2. For z d a E WJ, 
where Fr: G/P+ G/P is the map induced by the Frobenius automorphism 
of K. 
Once this proposition is proved, the computation of HT..(IC,) goes 
almost ad verbatum as in [H]. We omit the details. 
There are two ways of proving this proposition. One, which we give first, 
is to make use of the canonical map rc: G/B + G/P and the computations 
already known for “G/B-case.” 
We first have: 
LEMMA 4.3. Let 7~: G/B + G/P be the canonical map and z Q a E WJ; then 
where ii, J is as in Remark 2.13. 
ProojI The fact that r.h.s. c 1.h.s. is clear. Next, let ua . P = u-z. P for 
some ME u, u EU-. Then ua = u-7p for some PEP. But 
p= UWJEWJ U;w,B by (vi) above. Hence ua= u-zu;w,b for some 
u; E U;, wJ E W,, and b E B. Now u; is a product of elements of type 
xa(ta) with /I c 0 and /?E Span J. Since 7 E W”, 7(p) < 0 as well. Hence 
7u;z -‘E U-. Thus, ua= u;7wJb’ for some UC E U- and b’E B. Hence 
ua.BEBa.BnB-rw,.B. Since Ba.BnB-zw,.B#%, it is clear that 
7w,<a and so w,<@‘,. This shows that 1.h.s. E r.h.s. as n is injective on 
Ba . B. This proves the lemma. 
Proof of Proposition 4.2. We first note that 
Hence 
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(note: n is injective on Ba . B) 
= c L,, ,(P”) 
WJE WJ 
by CH, Sect 4.21 
= R:,(P”) by Proposition 2.12 
and Remark 2.13 (note: u = -1). 
This completes the proof of this proposition. 
An alternate approch is to decompose Ba . Pn B-7. P into subsets 
which are “nice” and then count the number of elements. This decom- 
position of Bo . P n B-z . P is a generalization of [D2, Theorem 1.1; H, 
3.151. We state the results without proof. 
As mentioned earlier, (see (viii) above), Bo . P = U,a . P = 
o.o~‘U;G.P=O.U;.P, where U;=o-‘U,a=U-nrr-‘Ua. Fix a 
reduced expression e = s 1 . . . sk. For 1 6 j < k + 1, let crj = sj . . . sk. Consider 
the map 0,: U; + WJ given by: For u E U;, let ej(u - ) be the unique 
element in WJ such that ejjup . PE B-O,(C). P. (The existence and 
uniqueness follows from the Birkoff decomposition given in (vii).) Let 
t3(u-) = (e,(u-), . . . . ok+ r(u-)). One then has 
PROPOSITION 4.4. (i) For up E U;, O(c) = (e,(c), . . . . Ok+ ,(u-)) E 
9J(cf. (2.10)). 
(ii) For OE~~, let DO= {a.- .PEBo.P/CJ(u-)=8}. Then 
Ba,P= u DO (disjoint union). 
BE& 
(iii) I?0 N K”(e)+f12(e)~ (K- {O})nl(") (cf (2.10)). 
(iv) For z E WJ, 
Bo.PnB-t.P= u DO, 
BE& 
n(8) = T 
Proof of Proposition 4.2. We first remark that the decomposition in 
Proposition 4.4 is compatible with the Frobenius. Thus 
I(Bg .pnB-T .p)Fpl = C (pn)m(e)+n2(e). (pc l)ww 
eE9J 
n(e) = T 
= R:.,( P”) by Theorem 2.11 with u = -1. 
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Remark 4.5. The proof of Theorem 4.1 given above makes use of the 
Frobenius automorphism in an essential way. (This idea goes back to the 
paper [KL2] as explained earlier.) One can ask whether an analogous 
result holds for fields of characteristic zero. If G is finite dimensional and 
one considers. the case of a Bore1 subgroup then the answer is in the 
affirmative; this result is due to R. MacPherson (unpublished: see also [Sp, 
Sect. 2.123). It is likely that his method can be suitably modified to prove 
the analogue of Theorem 4.1 for fields of characteristic zero. 
5. AN ACYCLIC COMPLEX 
Recall the X-module MJ defined in Section 2. For 0 < r < ISI + 1, let 
N, = Q ,J, = I MJ with the natural X-module structure. Note that N,, = J? 
and N ,s, + 1 = (0). The main result in this section is the following: 
THEOREM 5.1. There exist z-module homomorphisms a,: N, + N,, 1 
(0 < r < ISI ) such that 
(i) a,oa,-,=O for all ldr<lSl; thus we have a complex of 
#-modules: 0 -+ X 4 N, + ... + N,,, -+ 0. 
(ii) Zf H* denotes the cohomology of the complex in (i) then Hi= 0 
for all iB 1. 
(iii) ZP = 0 if W is infinite. 
(iv) dim Ho = 1 if W is finite. In fact, Ho consists of Z[q”‘, q-‘/*1- 
multiples of C,, w (-u)-‘@‘. TX. (Note: W0 = Wand rnc = TX.) 
COROLLARY 5.2. Zf W is finite then (l/l WI = CJ ( - 1)1”1/1 W,l. 
Remark 5.3. This corollary is well known (e.g., [St, Sect. 91). The exact 
sequence in Theorem 5.1 can be considered as the analogue of the above 
classical result to infinite Coxeter groups. 
We now consider the ingredients which go into the definition of 
a,: N,+N,+,. 
Let L c J (E S). On then has a natural X-module homomorphism 
rp,,: ML -+ MJ defined as follows: Let 8 E WL and 8 = 0. wJ with c E WJ 
and WOE W,. Define cpJ,L(m,L) = ~4”“) .rni. Extend this map to the whole of 
ML by &‘-linearity. 
We note that qJ,O = cp J as considered in Section 2. We now have the 
following. 
LEMMA 5.4. For J, s J2 E J3, (PJ3, JIo (PJ2, J, = ‘PJ,, J,. 
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Proof Let 9 E WJ1 and 0 = CI ’ wJ, with rx E WJ2 and wJz E W,,. Further, 
let tl=owJ, with GE WJ3 and wJ3e W,,. Then 8= rrwJ3 .wJ, with 
wJ, wJ2 E wJ,. Hence QO)=l(o)+l[wJ,.wJ,]. On the other hand, 
I(O)=~(~)+~[WJ,]=Z(C)+~[WJ,]+~(WJ,]. Hence /(~J,.wJ~]=~(wJ,]+ 
I[w,,]. The lemma now follows. 
Next, we fix a linear order < on S. For J, J’ s S such that J c J’ and 
S\J is a singleton set, say {s’}, define 
q’, J) = (_ l)lb4-‘~l, 
We then have the following. 
LEMMA 5.5. For JG 3 such that 131 = IJI + 2, there exist precisely two 
subsets J, , J2 such that J 5; Ji $ J” (i= 1,2) and then one has 
C;= 1 E(J, Ji) . &(Ji, J) = 0. 
The proof of this lemma is obvious. 
We now define ~3,: N, -+ N,, I as follows: Let 1 JI = r and rni E MJ (i.e., 
CT E W”). Then 
(5.6) a,(m;) = 1 E(r, J) . vJ’,J(mi) E N, + I. 
IJ’(=r+l 
J’ZJ 
Extend 8, to the whole of N, by &Y-linearity. 
We remark that 8, commutes with the involution - on N, (defined in an 
obvious way). 
We now come to the proof of Theorem 5.1. Let l?l= r - 1 (r 3 1) and 
8 E WT. Then 
= C [ 1 E(JI, J) . E(J, J)] . cpJf,J(rnz) (from Lemma 5.4) 
= 0 (from Lemma 5.5). 
This proves (i). 
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Before going to (ii), we make a slight digression to prove a com- 
binatorial result which is of some interest in its own right. 
Let I= ( 1, . . . . k} (k E I+J). For 0 < r 6 k, consider the free Z[q’/*, qpl/‘]- 
module VF for which {u,lAc_Z, IAl = } r is a basis. For A E B (G I) such 
that B\A is a singleton set, one can define E(B, A) in a way similar to the 
definition of s(.Z’, J) considered earlier (Note: Z has a natural linear order). 
One then has a Z[q”*, q-l’* ]-module homomorphism 6,: Vf + VF+ 1 
defined by 
d,(u,)= 1 4B, A)-0,. 
(BI=r+l 
B?A 
We then have: 
LEMMA 5.7. (i) 8,08,-~ =0 ‘41 <r<k. (Take V:+l = (0).) 
(ii) Rank of 6, = [“; ‘1, the binomial coefficient. 
(iii) Im6,-,=Ker6,. 
Proof. Part (i) follows immediately from definitions. (cf. proof of 
Theorem 5.1(i) as given earlier). 
Next we claim that the set {oA~~A~=r,1~A}u(6,~,(u,)~~C~=r-1, 
14 C} is a basis of I’:. To see this, we note that for IA,,1 = r with 1 E &, 
U Ag=6,-I(UC)- 1 &(A, c)oA, where C=&\(l). 
The claim is now clear. 
Applying this claim to 6,, we get: {6,(u,) I IAl = r, 1 $A} are linearly 
independent. Also, 6,o 6, _ 1 = 0 and so clearly { 6,(u,) I IA I = r, 14 A} 
Span Im 6,. Thus rank 6, = I {A I IAl = r, 14 A}1 = Ck;‘]. This proves (ii). 
It is also clear that Ker6, is spanned by {6,-,(u,)llC =r-1, l$C}. 
Thus Ker 6, = Im 6,- 1 as required in (iii). 
This completes the proof of this lemma. 
We now come back to the rest of the proof of Theorem 5.1. Let r 2 1. 
Elements of N, are of the form CIJIzr C,, we di -rni (with uniqueness of 
expression). Henceforth, we follow the convention: Occurrence of rni in an 
expression a priori means that (T E IV’. For 
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define 
(5.8) n(x) = :a: l(a), 
.+ 
ii(x)=I{(g,J)I di#OandQ(~)=n(x)}I. 
Note that n(x) 2 0 and ii(x) 2 1 if x # 0. Define n(0) = -1 and r?(O) = 0. 
(5.9) We note the following two things regarding these numbers. 
(i) n(a,(x) <n(x) for all x E N,, and 
(ii) the set X= {(n(x), n”(x)) 1 x E N,} equipped with the lexicographic 
ordering has the property: Given (n,, A,) E X, there exist only finitely many 
(n, A) E X such that (n, fi) < (n,, A,). (The reason for this can be traced to 
the following fact. Given an integer p, there exist only finitely many w E W 
such that l(w) < p provided, of course, S is finite, which is assumed 
throughout this paper.) 
We now prove by induction on (n(x), ii(x)) that XE Ker d, * 
xEIma,-,. 
This is obviously true if (n(x), n”(x)) = ( - 1, 0), i.e., x = 0. Let 
O#x= 1 d~.m~EKera,. 
IJI = r 
ts 
Choose J,, with lJ,,l = r and o0 E WJo such that dz # 0 and /(a,) = n(x). 
One can write x = x, + x2 + x3, where 
x1= 1 d&.mJ 00’ x2= 1 di.rni 
IJI = I IfI =r 
fJ#l?O 
&a) = 400) 
and 
Now clearly n(xJ $ I(a,) and n(x2)<I(o,). 
Next, let K= {SE SI I(a,s) 2 /(a,)}. Obviously K?J,,. 
Case (a). K=J,. Thus xl=d~.m~. Let J”= Jo\ { smallest element in 
J,}. Then e0 E WJ and so rnz,, E N, _ , . Also, 
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We observe that if JJI =r, Jr>] and J# J,, then J @ K and so a,,$ WJ. 
Consequently, n(cp,Amz,,)) $ 4~). Thus n(a,- ,(mzJ - mz) T$ 40,). 
Let y = x - d$. a,- ,(mz,,). Then clearly y E Ker 8, and it is easily seen 
that either n(y) z$ n(x) or n(y)=(nx) with Z(y)=fi(x)-1. Thus 
(n(y), fi( y)) $ (n(x), ii(x)) in the lexicographic order. Hence by induction 
yEImd,_,. Thus xEIma,_, as well. 
Case (b). K $ JO, i.e.: If 1 KI = k then k 2 r + 1. We now consider the 
linear order < on K and identify K with I= { 1, . . . . k}. We now have the 
Z[q”‘, q-“*]-modules VF for 0 6 i < k. 
For i= r - 1, r, r + 1, define 7[q1’2, q-1’2]-module homomorphisms 
v]~: Vf + Ni as follows: qi(uJ) = m& with Js K, IJI = i. Extend vi to the 
whole of P’f by linearity. It is clear that vi is injective (r - 1 < i < r + 1). 
We now have the diagram 
This diagram is not commutative. However, we have: 
(5.10) Let J~Kwith jJJ=i(i=r-1 or r); then 
4(ai”?i-?i+ 1 06i)(uJ) $ QOo). 
(These follow directly from definitions). 
We now come back to the decomposition x = x1 + x2 + x3. Since 
x E Ker a,, 0 = a,(x) = a,(~,) + 8,(x,) + 8,(x,). Now, 
n(~,h)) G n(xd $ l(oo) 
and 
48,(x2)) G 4x2) G 400). 
However, 8,(x,) does not involve any term of type m$’ with IJ’( = r + 1 
and J’sK. 
Next, 
aAx,)= c ,J’(= +1 (,J; &VT J)-c) m;+x‘i 
J’ LK 5’2; 
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with n(x4) $ I(o,). (This can be seen from the definition of a,, and the fact 




1 &(JI,J).d&=O VJ’EK, IJ’J =r+ 1. 
IJI =r 
J’2J 
v= c d&.v,E V;. 
Also, 
d,(v)= c, J,, = + 1 (, Jz s(J’, 4 . d&) . ar = 0 
J’ ,‘K J,J’ 
(from above). 
Hence by Lemma 5.7, v = 6,_ i(u”) for some fi E V;K_ , . 
Put ~=~-8,_,~,~i(t?). Then 
(i) yE Ker a,. 
(ii) y=x-aa,-,q,-,(C) 
= x - (a,- I v,- dfi) - qr 6,-m) - qr 6,- dv”) 
=x-x1-x5, where x5 = a,- lqrp ,(u”)- qr 6,-i(E) 
=x,+x,-xx,. 
Now n(x,) $ I(o,,) by (5.10). It is now clear that either n(y) $ n(x) or 
n(y) = n(x) (i.e., x2 ~0) and fi( y) <n”(x) - 1. Thus (n(v), fi( y)) $ 
(n(x), ii(x)). Hence by induction, y E Im a,- i . Consequently, x E Im a,_, as 
well. This proves Theorem 5.l(ii). 
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We next consider A? = Ker 8,. Let x = C,, w dr . rnz (= C,, w df . T,) E 
Ker a,. Now 
UEW scs 
=c( c ( dz+u.dz).rnp} . 
ses 0 E &VI*) > 
Since a,(x) = 0, we get: d,” + U. d,“, = 0 for all s E S, r~ E IV(“). Thus, 
d:=(-u)- ‘(a). d@ for all (r E IV, as can be 
that d,” = 0 if W :s infinite. This proves (iii). 
checked easily. It is now clear 
If W is finite then x = d,” . (I,, w ( -u)-‘(~) . T,). Thus Ho is one-dimen- 
sional. This proves (iv). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
Proof of Corollary 5.2. We note that dim N, = CIJ, = I 1 WJI. Hence by 
applying the Euler-Poincare principle to the complex 
0 + Y? + N, + ... + N,,, + 0 and using Theorem 5.1, we get 




Thus l/ ‘I WI = CJ ( - 1 )‘“‘/I w I JY as required. 
Note added in proof In an independent work which was completed two months after 
our work, L. Casian and D. Collingwood ([CC]) have also considered the “relative 
Kazhdan-Lusztig set-up.” However, they work only with a finite dimensional complex 
semisimple group G and a single parabolic P. Unlike the combinatorial approach taken by us, 
the geometry of P-orbits in G/B is used to define a module M, (which corresponds to our 
module M’). This approach is motivated by the work of Lusztig and Vogan in the G/B case 
(see Singularities of closures of K-orbits on flag manifolds, Invent. Math. 71 (1983)). The 
involution on MP also comes from geometry and this leads to (as in our case) the definition of 
certain polynomials Q&. It is easy to see that this set of polynomials is essentially the same as 
our set P:. in the case G is finite dimensional. Thereafter, the work of Casian and 
Collingwooh concentrated on the connection with the theory of generalized Verma modules 
(which is not considered by us in this paper) and a relative Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture is 
given. 
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